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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Big subject.  Everything we do really from when we get out of bed.  Where do we start?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why would that quote say that?  What does he mean?Mutuality of dialogue. Not one way.Not a means to an end of us imparting information.Not an imposition of information.Meaningful and engaging.  Think of when this has happened to you.



Communication challenges 

What are yours?

Why are you here today?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nothing you can do to make you more competent than work on communication. Often it is spontaneous speaking we are doing – much more than planned speaking. So need to know how to respond.Working on communication helps keep anxiety about it under control.  Among top 5 fears! Death, terrorist attacks , stolen ID.



Purpose and learning outcomes 

The learner will explore:

The Purpose of communication with clinic clients

Communication Preferences

Pivoting styles to suit clients 



What is meant by communication?

Communication
(from Latin communicare, meaning "to share")

is the act of conveying meanings from one entity or groups to 
another through the use of mutually understood signs, symbols 
and semiotic rules

Reference: Wikipedia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know what we intend when we have a conversation but that doesn’t mean that we have that impact.Use of words only accounts for about 7% of communication.  But words important but not everything. Exercise – without words…



Communication
Convey meaning 
(purpose)

Mutually understood 
(preference) 

Different methods 
(pivoting)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cant script conversations. They are dynamic.  



Purpose 

Why should people listen to you?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication needs to be meaningful and engaging.Why do you listen to anything? Why do people keep talking about story telling?  Well because a story captures our interest.  Stories are words put into a visual image we can connect to – in something we are interested in.So when we communicate we have to know the purpose of the conversation so that we can hook people into engaging with us.. Otherwise will be thinking about what doing next. It has to have meaning.In your role in the clinics it is vital to make your communication about the recipient of the advice/ help.  How many pause and ask the question what is the purpose of their approach to me today? It may sound obvious and sometimes it is but often not. It is not about solving the problem we think they want solved. It sounds simple but we don’t generally prepare for conversations in this way.  Take the argument at home about loading the dishwasher – the purpose is to try and finally get the other person to do it in a way that makes more sense to us (I).  The purpose is not to get angry and make the other person feel inadequate but that is what tends to happen.  Result – don’t get anywhere.  If we keep the purpose in mind and find a way to communicate the message so that it is interesting and helpful to the other person they listen and the purpose is achieved.  Provide order from chaos. 



Communication 
preferences 



Being Human

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are all different human beings and we all interact with life differently as a result of our own life experiences. To think there is one approach we can take to life or others is lazy and not effective. It also doesn’t help in building up a relationship with the person you are communicating with.We are not templates and what works for one of us doesn’t  work for another.What upsets us or makes us angry doesn’t do the same for another.What helps us understand and process information is different for all of us.f you use a "one-size-fits-all" approach to communication, you may overlook people's different personalities, needs and expectations. In fact, your communications need to address those differences as much as possible.If you're preparing a presentation, make sure that you appreciate that people have different learning styles , and that you cater for these. This means that everyone – from those who learn best by reading to those who prefer a more hands-on approach – can benefit from your session.



Understanding self

AWARENESS  - DEVELOP 
UNDERSTANDING OF SELF

ACCEPTANCE – ACCEPT 
WHERE AND WHO YOU ARE

ACTION - APPLY LEARNING TO 
INTERACTIONS WITH OTHERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The key to everything is understand self first to be able to adapt and have impact on others.  This is called self-awareness/ self- discovery – lots of different things but is critical in any  change. Some are naturally curious about themselves and other and some need some persuasion to look at self.We can all fall into the trap of trying to be someone different or expecting someone to be like us.  Often the key to having a good conversation is getting out of your own way. 



Key insights 

We had 
bodies 
before 
brains 

Survival 
trumps 
thriving

We are not 
thought 

driven human 
beings

We are 
energy 

in 
human 
form

We are 
nature 

and 
nurture

We are 
instinctive, 
emotional, 

thinking and 
reflective 

beings

We are 
always 

evolving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carl Rogers – interested in relationship between mind and body. Bodily reactions and conceptual truths. Say things that are congruent with yourself. You know examples when you say something that ahs a hint of shame in it because you are being false to yourself, pretending to know something you don’t to impress etc.  Sometimes go red.  Get embarrassed.  Good as then you not a psychopath! Does what you are saying make you stand up tall or feel weak?  If weak – not meaningful or true.Do what is deeply meaningful and do as much of that as you can.  Parts of you very old and wise – sense of meaning that occurs when you say the right things to say – you have structed yourself properly so words coming from depth. You can alsign yourself with that.  



Emotions



Self - management 

KNOW OVERRIDING 
PURPOSE

KEEP IN MIND 
YOURSELF

KEEP LEARNING AND 
EXPERIMENTING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So lets look at experiementing.



How to pivot styles to suit 
different client needs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to be able to be agile in communication.  



Pivoting 
Really all about helping people because if you 
have right purpose, understand their 
preference and adapt, then you will connect 
with them better and so be better able to 
help them.

Influencing 
Client/ customer care
Collaboration
Delegating
Coaching
Managing conflict
Dealing with difficult conversations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lots of different contexts but comes down to the same principles.Trust vital in all communication…e.g. feedback – need to know that the person providing it has positive intention so you can receive it in the right way.e.g. an conflict – take away the fight – change your communication with them



The Butterfly Model™

rational reflective

instinctive emotional

2, 6

1, 35

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can even use this information to direct your communication in different places.Essential for coaching but equally useful elsewhere.



Questions and Listening

Questions Listening
Cosmetic listening

Conversational listening

Active listening

Deep listening

Relationships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we had more time we could look at questions and listening in more detail as they are vital to communication.  How you tease the right relationship and information out of people is critical.Your use of questions can be powerful and help you connect in the right way.e.g. give an example of an emotional question v a rational question.Rational question –what steps do you need to take to get to point B.Emotional question – how do you feel about taking these steps to get to A.Instinctive – which step are you going to take – A or B.Reflective question – which direction do you want to go in?Good tip for listening is to always assume that the other person has something you need to hear.  Can convey some value/ meaning to you.What was my daughter’s nameWhat is my favourite colour?Listening exercise - Exercise – spell everything to someone else.



Know your Purpose

Understand we all have different Preferences

Pivot your style to suit clients and circumstances 

If you want to see any change – don’t do the same thing you have 
always done
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